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Abbreviations: MGP, maximum germination percentage; 
GU, germination uniformity; GR, germination rate; RMSE, root 
mean square of errors; CV, coefficient of variation; R2, coefficient of 
determination; Tb, base temperature; To, optimum temperature; To1, 
lower limit of optimum Temperature; To2, upper limit of optimum 
temperature; Tc, ceiling temperature; Fo, biological time

Introduction
Fennel [Foeniculum vulgare Mill L] is one of the important 

medicinal and spice plants of the world1 and has become one the most 
economical medicinal plants in the Mediterranean region.2 Fennel 
is traditionally used for medicinal and culinary purposes. The entire 
plant is valuable in the medicinal industry; its enlarged base is used as 
a vegetable; its leaves are used for culinary purposes and its seeds as 
a spice and for essential oil extraction. The flowers and leaves are also 
used to make yellow and brown dyes.3

At present, growing medicinal plants is an important sector 
in agriculture and is the main source of extracting and producing 
raw materials for manufacturing current drugs. That is why in 
most developed countries research centers have been established 
specifically for medicinal plants. These centers identify and introduce 
numerous active ingredients in plants, together with their desirable 
effects.4 

Different definitions, with great similarities, have been offered for 
seed germination. The stage in which the embryo ruptures the seed 
coat after absorbing water, and during which the plumule and the 
radicle emerge, is called germination.5 Seed germination is considered 
one of the sensitive stages in the life cycle of plants because it plays 
a major role in determining the final plant density. Factors such as 
gene control, seed size, viability, depth of planting, soil moisture, 
oxygen concentration, and temperature, influence on germination and 
seedling emergence.6–8

Temperature is the most important driving force influencing crop 
development rate.9 The effects of temperature on plant development 
are the basis for models used in predicting germination timing.10 
Temperature and moisture are among the very important environmental 
factors in the germination of non-dormant seeds.11,12 These two factors, 
singly or in combination, can influence on germination percentage 
and rate.13,14 

Plants have base or minimum, optimum, and ceiling temperatures 
for seed germination. The minimum or base temperature is the lowest 
temperature which seeds can be germinated. The optimum temperature 
is the temperature which seeds ratch its highest germination rate, and 
the maximum or ceiling temperature is the temperature above which 
seeds cannot germinate.15,16 Use of cardinal temperatures makes it 
possible to estimate geographical limitations and select the suitable 
time before planting seeds.16

Cardinal temperatures of germination usually depend on the range 
of adaptability of the related species and insure the coincidence of 
germination with desirable conditions for the following stages of 
development.12 Seed germination of any plant takes place in a specific 
range of temperatures called the cardinal temperatures.17 In this 
range, there are minimum, optimum, and maximum temperatures that 
have applications in presenting models for predicting germination.16 
Germination rate increases with rises in temperature up to the 
optimum one and declines at temperatures exceeding it.18 Plant growth 
rate increases with rises in temperature from the base to the optimum 
temperatures and declines at temperatures between the optimum and 
the ceiling ones.19 Seeds germinate in a wide range of temperatures, 
but their maximum germination considerably changes at the upper 
and lower thresholds of this range. The temperature range within 
which germination is at its maximum varies depending on species and 
seed quality.20 
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Abstract

In order to determine the effect of temperature on germination response of fennel 
seeds, in Petri-dishes, seeds of 3 varieties (Hamedan, Malayer and Isfahan) 
were exposed to 6 constant temperatures (10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35°C). Results 
indicated that the temperature had a significant effect on the maximum germination 
percentage, germination uniformity, germination rate, and time to 5, 10, 50, 90 
and 95% germination, while insignificant effect of variety and interacted effect of 
temperature and variety was observed. Among three non-linear regression models 
used in assessment (segmented, dent-like and beta), the dent-like model was found 
to be appropriate. Basic temperature of seed germination for the three tested varieties 
was estimated at 5°C. Lower optimum temperatures of seed germination for Hamedan, 
Malayer and Isfahan varieties were 12.53, 12.75 and 13.45°C, while upper optimum 
temperatures were 25.00, 32.81 and 33.56°C, respectively. Ceiling temperatures were 
estimated at 40.12, 42.00 and 35.57°C, respectively. Biological time for 50% seed 
germination for Hamedan, Malayer and Isfahan varieties was estimated at 165.5, 
168.4 and 158.3 hours, respectively.

Keywords: fennel, cardinal temperature, non-linear regression models, segmented 
model, beta model, dent-like model, germination biological time
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Seeds of each plant type need a minimum temperature for 
germination. Sometimes, some seed types germinate at low 
temperatures such as zero or close to zero degrees, but these 
temperatures prevent germination of other seed types.21 For most 
plants, the optimum and maximum germination temperatures are 15-
30 and 30-40°C, respectively.22 

There are numerous reports suggesting germination percentage and 
rate increase up to a point with rises in temperature.23,24 Temperature 
can influence on germination percentage and rate through affecting 
seed deterioration by reducing seed dormancy and through all other 
germination processes.25 Cardinal temperature variables are usually 
evaluated in the normal or lognormal distribution of CT variables.26 

Various types of mathematical functions have been used to describe 
relationships between germination rate and temperature.6,19 The 
advantage of these functions is that their parameters refer to biological 
concepts such as cardinal temperatures, intrinsic germination rate, and 
emergence. 

Non-linear regression models have been used for quantifying 
germination responses and plant seed germination against 
temperature.27–30 Mwale27 used non-linear regression models in 
sunflower, Ramin16 in Persian leek, Ellis28 in peas, and Jame et al.,29 
in wheat. Ghaderi-Far31 used segmented models in subterranean 
clover. Kamkar,32 in their study on poppy, used non-linear regression 
models and introduced the segmented model as the superior model in 
predicting the germination rate. Kamkar9,33 also used segmented and 
logistic models to determine cardinal temperatures of germination in 
3millet varieties and emergence in wheat cv. “Tajan”. Ghaderi-Far4 
also evaluated six non-linear regression models, including the dent-
like, segmented, beta, curvilinear, quadratic and cubic models in the 3 
medicinal plants, pumpkin, brago and black cumin, and concluded that 
the dent-like model described germination responses to temperature 
in these plants better than the rest. Moreover, Nozari-Nejad34 studied 
germination responses of wheat to temperature and moisture using 
non-linear regression models and selected the dent-like model as the 
superior one. Soltani19 used the beta, segmented, and dent-like models 
in modeling emergence in peas at various temperatures and planting 
depths and recommended the dent-like model as the superior one. 

Given the ever-increasing importance of medical plants in 
foodstuff and in providing medicines needed by people, completion 
and compilation of information on the ecophysiological behaviors of 
these plants is a necessity, while basic information specially ecological 
requirements of these crops has not studied well and we are faced by 
lack of these data in those researches which are parameter-based such 
as crop modeling or GIS-oriented researches. This investigation was 
conducted with the purposes of determining the effect of temperature 
on seed germination response of fennel and of finding the cardinal 
temperatures of germination.

Materials and methods
This investigation was conducted at the laboratory of Seed 

Research of Gorgan University of Agriculture and Natural Resources 
in 2012. Three varieties of fennel (Hamedan, Malayer, and Isfahan) 
were concerned to determine seed germination at 6 levels of 
temperature (10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35°C). In Petri dishes (9-cm 
diameter), the experiment was designed as a randomized complete 
block design with 4 replications using a factorial arrangement of 
treatments. Incubators with the accuracy of 0.5 degree centigrade 

were used for the temperature treatments. Each experimental unit 
(Petri dish) consisted 50 fennel seeds seeded on top of 2 sheets of filter 
paper and covered by a single sheet of filter paper. The experiment 
was carried out in dark condition, as all Petri dishes were covered 
with aluminium foil, except when counting was doing. During the 
experiment, distilled water was added when needed in the way that 
filter papers were always wetted without seeds submergence. This was 
done in a daily time step. Subsequently, depending on the temperature 
used, the numbers of germinated seeds at different time intervals were 
counted. Obviously, this interval will be shorter for temperatures 
closer to the optimum one. At each interval, the germinated seeds were 
removed. The criterion for germination was a radical emergence of 2 
millimeters or more. Counting was stopped when no seeds germinated 
within 48 hours, or when all the seeds had germinated. Each time 
the germinated seeds were counted, the exact time of counting was 
recorded.32

The GS-2011 software35 was used to extract the deciles of 
germinations. The software fitted seed germination data from these 
temperature regimes to the logistic function and performed the 
necessary calculations through interpolation. Moreover, germination 
rate (per hour) was determined by using formula 1:19 GR=1D50....(1) 

In the above formula, GR is the germination rate and D50 the 
time it takes for 50 percent of the seeds to germinate. In this study, 
3 temperature functions were compared to describe changes in 
germination rate against temperature. These functions were:

1. The Beta function, shown by the abbreviation B, is as follows:19

f(T)=[(T−TbTo−Tb)∗(Tc−TTc−Tb)(Tc−ToTo−Tb)]αfo......(2)

 The Dent-like function, shown by the abbreviation D, is as 
follows:36

f(T)=(T−Tb)(To1−Tb) if Tb<T≤To1

f(T)=(T−Tb)(To1−Tb) if To2<T≤Tc .....(3)

f(T)=1 if To1<T≤To2

f(T)=0 if T≤Tb or T≥Tc 

2. The Segmented function, shown by the abbreviation S, is as 
follows:37

f(T)=(T−Tb)(To−Tb) if Tb<T<To

f(T)=[1−(T−To)(Tc−To)] if To<T<Tc .....(4)

f(T)=0 if T≤Tb or T≥Tc 

In the above function, Tb is the base temperature, To1 the lower limit 
of optimum temperature, To2 the upper limit of optimum temperature, 
To the optimum temperature, Tc the ceiling temperature, Fo the biologic 
time, “a” a constant coefficient, and T the average daily temperature 
(the temperature at which the experiment was conducted). Parameters 
of each model were estimated by a method of iterative optimization 
with the help of the PROC NLIN procedure of the SAS software.38 In 
this method of iterative optimization, every time the initial values of 
the parameters are entered, the final value is estimated by the least-
squares method. Initial values are changed until the best estimate of 
the paramters is obtained. The root mean square of errors (RMSE) of 
germination time, the coefficient of determination (R2), the correlation 
coefficient (r), the simple linear regression coefficients a and b, and 
the relationship between the observed and the predicted germination 
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rates were used to select the superior model from among the employed 
methods.

The higher coefficient of determination (R2) is the higher percentage 
of changes in germination rate explained by the model. Coefficients 
“a” and “b” represent the degree of deviation of the regression line 
from the origin of coordinates and the bias of the regression line from 
the 1:1 line, respectively. The SAS software determined the numerical 
values of coefficients “a” and “b.” Significance of coefficient “a” 
was investigated by SAS and that of coefficient “b” by determining 
confidence limits. If coefficient “a” is significant, it means that the 
y-intercept of the regression line and the y-intercept of the 1:1 line do 
not coincide. If coefficient “b” is significant, it means that the slopes 
of the regression line and that of the 1:1 line are different and that 
the regression line is biased, in relation to the 1:1 line.39 The less the 
points are scattered around the 1:1 line, the more efficient the model 
is. Given these criteria, the superior model was used to determine the 
cardinal germination temperatures for describing germination rates of 
various fennel varieties.

Results and discussion
Data presented in Table 1 assessed by the mean squares of 

maximum germination percentage (MGP), germination uniformity 
(GU), germination rate (GR), the time of reaching 5% (D5), 10% (D10), 
50% (D50), 90% (D90), and 95% (D95) germination indicated that the 
effects of temperature were significant at the one percent probability 
level. However, insignificant effects based on variety and the mutual 
effects of variety and temperature were observed. Since temperature 
has considerable effects on germination characteristics including 
the start, the percentage, and the rate of germination, it is, therefore, 
the most critical factor in the determination of success or failure of 
plant establishment.24 The reduction in germination percentage and 
rate at undesirable temperatures can be attributed to the reduction or 
inhibition of enzymatic activity.40 Moreover, another mechanism for 
this reduction is reduced metabolic efficiency at temperatures higher 
than optimum41 (Table 1). 

The beta and the segmented models estimate the base, the optimum, 
and the ceiling temperatures and the biological time, while the dent-
like model estimates the range of optimum temperatures (from the 
lower limit of optimum temperature to the upper limit of optimum 
temperature). The criteria used in comparing different models for 
selecting the superior one to be used in describing germination 
responses to temperature in various varieties of fennel include root 
mean square of error (RMSE), the coefficient of determination (R2), 
the regression coefficients “a” and “b”, and the relationship between 
the observed germination rate and the predicted one (Table 2). 

Results obtained from comparison of these criteria 
are as follow:

In the Hamedan variety, the “b” coefficient (the bias of the regression 
line from the 1:1 line) was not significant in any of the 3 models and 
its value in the segmented model (0.95) was closer to one compared 
to the other 2 models. Moreover, the “a” coefficient (the degree of 
deviation of the regression line from the origin of the coordinates) was 
not significant in any of the 3 models and its value in the segmented 
model (0.0001) was closer to zero compared to the other 2 models 
(Table 2). The coefficient of determination (R2) in the dent-like model 
(99%) was higher, the root of mean square of error (RMSE) and the 
coefficient of variation (CV) (0.0003 and 11.36, respectively) were 

lower (Table 2), and the points around the 1:1 line were less scattered 
compared to the other 2 models (Figure 1). Considering the above 
points (although the numerical values of “a” and “b” coefficients in 
the segmented model were better compared to the other 2 models), the 
difference between the values of these 2 parameters in these 2 models 
and that of the dent-like model can be ignored. Moreover, the RMSE 
and CV and the scattering of the points around the 1:1 line in the dent-
like model were less, and the coefficient of determination was higher, 
compared to the other 2 models. Therefore, the dent-like model was 
selected as the superior model for the Hamedan variety and was used 
in later stages to determine the cardinal temperatures of germination 
in this variety (Figure 1). 

In the Malayer variety, the “b” coefficient (the bias of the regression 
line from the 1:1 line) in none of the 3 models was significant and its 
value (0.90) in the dent-like model was closer to one compared to the 
other 2 models. Moreover, the “a” coefficient (the degree of deviation 
of the regression line from the origin of the coordinates) was not 
significant in any of the 3 models and its value in the dent-like model 
(0.0005) was closer to zero compared to the other 2 models (Table 3). 
The coefficient of determination (R2) in the dent-like and beta models 
(99%) was higher than that of the segmented one (Table 2). The RMSE 
and the CV in the dent-like model (0.0002 and 5.34, respectively) 
were lower compared to the other 2 models (Table 2). The points were 
less scattered around the 1:1 line in the dent-like model compared to 
the other 2 models (Table 2). Considering the above points, and since 
the RSME, the CV, and the scattering of the points around the 1:1 
line were lower and the (R2) was higher in the dent-like model, it was 
selected as the superior model for the Malayer variety and was used in 
later stages to determine the cardinal temperatures of germination for 
this variety (Figure 2). 

In the Isfahan variety, the “b” coefficient (the bias of the regression 
line from the 1:1 line) in none of the 3 models was significant and 
its value in the dent-like model (0.92) was closer to one compared 
to the other 2 methods. Moreover, the “a” coefficient (the degree of 
deviation of the regression line from the origin of the coordinates) in 
the beta and dent-like models was not significant but it was significant 
in the segmented model at the 5 percent probability level. The value 
of the “a” coefficient in the dent-like model (0.0004) was closer to 
zero, and the coefficient of determination (R2) (99%), the RMSE and 
the CV (0.0005 and 6.32, respectively) (Table 2) and the scattering 
of the points around the 1:1 line were lower compared to the other 
2 models (Table 2). Considering the above points, and because the 
“a” coefficient in the segmented model was significant, this model 
was eliminated in selecting the superior model for the Isfahan variety. 
Since the values of the RMSE, the CV, the degree of scattering of the 
points around the 1:1 line, and the (R2) were higher in the dent-like 
model compared to the beta model, in the Isfahan variety too the dent-
like model was selected as the superior model and was later used in 
determining the cardinal temperatures in this variety. 

Since the dent-like model was selected as the superior model for the 
three tested varieties, its parameters including the base, the lower limit 
of optimum, the upper limit of optimum, and the ceiling temperatures 
were determined for the 3 varieties. Based on the obtained result:

For the three tested varieties of Hamedan, Malayer, and Isfahan, 
the base temperature was estimated to be 5°C, and the lower and the 
upper limits of optimum temperature for the Hamedan, Malayer, 
and Isfahan varieties were estimated at 12.53 and 25.00; 12.75 and 
32.81, and 13.45 and 33.56°C respectively. The estimated ceiling 
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temperatures for the Hamedan, Malayer, and Isfahan varieties were 
40.12, 42, and 35.57°C, respectively. The biological times for 50% 
germination in the Hamedan, Malayer, and Isfahan varieties were 
estimated to be 165.5, 168.4 and 158.3 hours, respectively (Table 3). 

Various reports have been published on the influence of temperature 
of seed germination in different crops, pastures, and medicinal plant 
species. Kamkar32 in their study on poppy, found its base, optimum 
and ceiling temperatures were 3.02, 27.36 and 36.31°C, respectively. 
The research of Bannayan42 conducted on germination characteristics 
of a number of Iranian medicinal plants suggested their highest 
germination rates were achieved in the temperature ranges of 20-
30°C for Punesa binaludi (Nepeta binaludensis) and Punesa Alborzi 

(Nepeta crassifolia). The related ranges for Avishan-E-Shirazi 
(Zataria multiflora), catmints (Nepeta glomerulosa), and for Avishan 
ekuhi or kotschyam thyme (Thymus kotschyanus) and madder (Rubia 
tinctorum) and yarrow (Achillea millefolium ssp. elburensis) were 
15-20, 20-25, and 15-30°C, respectively. Khalili43 studied grain 
germination in barley and found the base, optimum, and ceiling 
temperatures were -0.09, 27.5, and 35.7°C, respectively. Zeinali44 
studied grain germination in 12 wheat varieties and reported that the 
optimum temperatures grain germination varied from 31.8 to 32.4, 
and ceiling temperatures ranged from 38.1 to 42.1°C. Mwale27 studied 
sunflower varieties and found the temperature ranges of 1-5.1, 34-
36.7, and 45.5-50.9 as the base, optimum, and ceiling temperature 
ranges, respectively (Figure 3). 

Table 1 Variance analysis of mean squares of maximum germination percentage (MGR), germination uniformity (GU), germination rate (GR), and time to 5% 
(D5), 10% (D10), 50% (D50), 90% (D90) and 95% (D95) germination based on fennel variety, temperature individual and combined

 

Source of variation DF MGP GU GR D5 D10 D50   D95 

Variety 2 54.88n.s 683.86n.s 0.000002n.s 1719.20n.s 1829.40n.s 3072.56n.s 4587.59n.s 4483.89n.s 

Temperature 5 21434.22** 63067.03** 0.00002** 21640.96** 17676.39** 30203.55** 80629.90** 99879.36** 

Variety* Temperature 10 15.08n.s 929.10n.s 0.000004n.s 2827.35n.s 2795.36n.s 2823.97n.s 3240.59n.s 3285.47n.s 

Errors 54 20.00 601.41 0.0000003 4125.43 4134.67 4310.07 4827.83 5008.11 

The symbols ** and * indicate significance at the 1 and 5 percent level of probability, respectively. Values of mean squares and those of F are used for error and 
for other sources, respectively.

Figure 1 The relationship between seed germination speed and temperature (°C), The predicted values for 50% germination obtained by using the beta (B), the 
dent-like (D), and the segmented (S) functions are presented against the observed value in the Hamedan variety.
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Table 2 Root mean square of errors (RMSE), coefficient of variation (CV), coefficient of determination (R2) and coefficient of regression (a and b) quantified 
by beta, segmented and dent-like models used to determine effect of temperature on seed germination in three fennel varieties

Variety Model RMSE CV R2 a b

Hamedan Beta 0.0004 13.95 0.98 0.0004n.s 0.91n.s

Segmented 0.0007 15.41 0.97 0.0001n.s 0.95n.s 
Dent-like 0.0003 11.36 0.99 0.0002n.s 0.94n.s 

Malayer Beta 0.0004 7.65 0.99 0.0016n.s 0.69n.s

Segmented 0.0018 28.83 0.93 -0.0020n.s 1.22n.s

Dent-like 0.0002 5.34 0.99 0.0005n.s 0.90n.s

Isfahan Beta 0.0006 10.25 0.98 0.0008n.s 0.85n.s

Segmented 0.0013 21.01 0.94 0.0021* 0.57n.s

Dent-like 0.0005 6.32 0.99 0.0004n.s 0.92n.s

The symbols * and ** accompanying “a” show significant differences with zero, and in “b” significant differences with one

Figure 2 The relationship between seed germination speed and temperature (°C), The predicted values for 50% germination obtained by using the beta (B), the 
dent-like (D), and the segmented (S) functions are presented against the observed value in the Malayer variety.

Figure 3 The relationship between germination speed and temperature (°C), the predicted values for 50% germination obtained by using the beta (B), the 
dent-like (D), and the segmented (S) functions are presented against the observed value in the Isfahan variety.
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Table 3 Estimation of base, optimum, lower limit, upper limit, ceiling temperatures and biological time of germination in three fennel varieties by beta, segmented 
and dent-like models

Model Variety a Tb TO1 T02 TC Fo

Beta

Hamedan variety 0.87 5 - 19.36 40 156.2

Malayer variety 0.5 5 - 23.57 40 162.1

Isfahan variety 0.45 5 - 25 35.01 151.5

Segmented

Hamedan variety - 0.00000001 - 21.83 39.92 133.2

Malayer variety - 0.00000001 - 22.63 37.24 127.9

Isfahan variety - 0.00000001 - 22.15 43.06 127.9

Dent-like

Hamedan variety - 5 12.53 25 40.12 165.5

Malayer variety - 5 12.75 32.81 42 168.4

Isfahan variety - 5 13.45 33.56 35.57 158.3

(a) constant coefficient for beta, (Tb) base temperature, (To) optimum temperature, (To1) lower limit of optimum temperature, (To2) upper limit of optimum 
temperature, (Tc) ceiling temperature and (Fo) biological time.

Conclusion
In general, results of this research suggest that, among the common 

non-linear regression models that are used for quantifying the effects 
of temperature on germination (the beta, dent-like, and segmented 
models), the dent-like model fitted best to the observed data for the 
three tested varieties of Hamedan, Malayer, and Isfahan. Therefore, 
it was chosen as the superior model and was used to determine the 
cardinal temperatures of germination (the base, the lower limit of 
optimum, the upper limit of optimum, and the ceiling temperatures). 
This model, compared to the other two, enjoys greater accuracy in 
describing germination rate of this plant against temperature and can 
describe the relationship between germination rate and temperature in 
this plant well. Given these results, the proposed model can be used 
for quantification of germination responses of fennel, and for creating 
models for predicting the time of its germination and emergence. 
Moreover, our results showed that this plant enjoys a wide desirable 
range, and this can be a promising characteristic for fennel to adapt 
itself well and be grown in various regions, and even at different 
planting dates. The important point is that the response of this plant 
to temperature at other stages of growth must also be studied. These 
parameters are applicable where soil moisture is not a limiting factor 
in germination; otherwise, the effects of soil moisture must also be 
calculated and used as a correction factor in calculating biological 
time.
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